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Adansons

Adansons provides a data management tool for unstructured data that organizes

metadata and creates and organizes datasets. It makes dataset creation more effective

and helps find essential insights from training results and improves AI performance.

Dots for

Dots for is a company offering a wireless networking service, d.CONNECT, to villages in

Africa. Developed in the Republic of Benin, it provides a low-cost, continuously available

digital platform for people in rural villages in Africa who do not have affordable access to

the Internet. Dots for aims to solve the inconvenience of living in rural villages and realize

a world where people can freely choose where to live.

FutuRocket

ManaCam is an AI camera that uses edge computing to automatically tally the number of

customers and users in an installed space. ManaCam was developed to be easily

implemented by small businesses that have limited funds to spend on equipment

investment and want to limit incurring introduction costs.

Eukarya

Eukarya developed the world's first scalable OSS WebGIS platform. It allows anyone to

easily create and publish 3D map representations, data visualizations, and digital archives

without programming. It has a "storytelling function" that allows data to be viewed in a

certain order, and a plug-in system that allows users to freely expand and develop

additional features.

ZeBrand

ZeBrand offers a branding automation tool designed to make brand identity, brand

guideline creation, brand strategy development and brand asset management effortless

and streamlined. They aim to make what was before exclusive to large corporations,

affordable to businesses of all sizes.

Spider Labs

Spider Labs, developer of Spider AF, provides anti-ad-fraud solutions from in-app to web

advertising for advertisers, ad networks, agencies and publishers. Spider AF offers real-

time blocking for web advertising and detection for in-app advertising. Spider Labs Ltd.

was the first vendor in Japan and APAC to be certified by Trustworthy Accountability

Group (TAG), the world's leading global certification program in the digital advertising

industry for ad fraud. Under the vision of “Building a Safer and Happier Future with

Automation,” Spider Labs hopes to provide “Wow!” experiences to everyone.

Synspective

Synspecitve operates a one-stop solution using satellite observation data with the aim of

realizing a world of steady progress based on data. The company has built a satellite fleet

that enables high-frequency observations using its own small SAR satellites based on the

results of the ImPACT program of the Cabinet Office. The company sells data obtained

from these satellites and provides solutions for governments and companies using the

data.

Global Mobility Service

Global Mobility Service offers FinTech services in Japan, the Philippines, Cambodia, and

Indonesia to create loan opportunities for the estimated 2 billion people in the world who

want to buy a car but cannot pass the loan screening process. The company aims to

create a system in which people who work hard are properly evaluated.
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https://www.adansons.co.jp/en/index.html
https://dotsfor.com/
https://www.futurocket.co/
https://zebranding.com/
https://www.global-mobility-service.com/en/
https://synspective.com/
https://spideraf.com/
https://www.adansons.co.jp/en/index.html
https://dotsfor.com/
https://www.futurocket.co/
https://reearth.io/
https://zebranding.com/
https://spideraf.com/
https://synspective.com/
https://www.global-mobility-service.com/en/

